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Hollywood film and television producer Charlotte Hendrickx was
born and raised in Antwerp, Belgium. Growing up as an only child,
forcing her to find ways to keep active on her own, she soon
discovered a love for dance. From an early age on she started taking
ballet classes which eventually introduced her to world of arts and
acting. A world she soon fell in love with. Now with an awardwinning film under her belt, Charlotte is making her way towards the
Oscars.
Congratulations on your wonderful achievements to date.
What kind of projects are you drawn to?
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The ones with a good story! There’s nothing more frustrating than
trying to make a good project out of a story that lacks content and
structure. As long as that’s there, as long as the storyline is right, I’m
up for the task. Of course, the setting and the team you work with are
also important. The vibe has to be right.
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What genre do you lean towards?
No particular genre actually. I’m reluctant to say a particular one just
because there are so many, I haven’t tried yet but would love to do.
Don’t want to limit myself to one specific genre. I was recently offered
a couple of horror projects, but I’m just as comfortable with drama or
period movies. Like I said, it’s all about how good the script is.
Tell us about the movie ‘Heated.’
‘Heated’ is a story about a brother and sister waiting for their mother
to come home when they hear on the news about bushfires right near
where they live. They have to make a choice, wait for their mother to
return, who is not picking up her phone. Or evacuate their home. You
will have to watch the movie to know what it has become and what
the consequences are. I’m not going to give it away.
We understand you also directed this project. Can you
explain a little about your process as a director?
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Yes, Duke Pierce and Oliver Boone wrote the script and offered me
the directing position. I was pretty nervous cause I’d only been
observing directors until that moment, but I was very honored and
grateful for their trust.
We all sat down together and talked about what they envisioned for
the movie. I wanted to honor the story they had written. Throughout
the whole process we worked very closely together, listening to each
other’s ideas and making it a very successful project. It shows again
how important team spirit is.
Another project of yours, the movie ‘Enough’ has been
receiving awards and accolades. Tell us about it.
‘Enough,’ written by Fabrizio Daniele, is a story about a young actress
struggling with self-doubt. An aspect that is recognizable to all. What
makes me so proud to be involved in this project is that it shows we
often treat ourselves with so little kindness. We shouldn’t be so hard
on ourselves and that includes me. I often set the bar very high for
myself and don’t settle for less.
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What type of movies do you like to watch for downtime?
I love a good drama. Comedies are really a hit or miss for me. I can’t
always connect with them the way I can with a drama. I also really
enjoy period movies. History fascinates me.
If you could produce any Academy Award winning movie
from the past, what would it be and why?
Ooh, there’s so many I would have loved to be a part of! ‘Out of
Africa’, ‘Gladiator’, ‘Slumdog Millionaire’, ‘Lord of the Rings: Return
of the King’, ‘Argo’… just to name a few.
Best or most memorable showbiz moment so far?
It’s not really a showbiz moment but it sort of is… I graduated from
the American Academy of Dramatic Arts and the ceremony took place
at the Dolby Theatre where The Oscars take place every year. It just
made you dream about all the possibilities and goals you could reach.
What is one motto you live by?
“Never give up.” I think it changes over the years but this one has
been pretty constant throughout. I wouldn’t be where I am today,
would not have achieved what I have today if I did not walk-through
life with that motto in mind.
What’s up next?
I have a couple of really exciting international projects lined up, but
I’m bound to secrecy.
Are you active on social media?
Oh yes, most of my latest news can be found on Instagram
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The Internet- a giant wave that came our way has brought some
unimaginable opportunities. This vast space has given rise to many
possibilities and advancements, making people’s lives conducive,
convenient, and comfortable. The phrase, “Make hay while the sun

Allbirds

shines,” is indeed valid and entirely justified in the world of the
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Internet.
David Merino, a self-made financial markets expert and entrepreneur
struck while the iron was hot, making the best of all the
opportunities. He stood committed to helping the freshers succeed by
consulting them on taking advantage of this booming market while
avoiding its pitfalls. His efficient, sustainable, and transparent HighFrequency Trading algorithm was born out of that purpose. More
than 30,000 traders today are grateful to him for helping them excel
in the industry. He surely is a blessing in disguise by being a financial
educator and mentor to people who have been struggling to manage
their capital.
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It was out of necessity that Merino embarked the journey of
entrepreneurship. Merino’s finances were in shambles; he struggled a
lot to make ends meet. However, water went above his head when he
found himself unable to care for his son. His helplessness spurred
him to explore new ways of earning an extra income.
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The internet was simply the answer Merino needed at that point; it
opened up a world he didn’t know existed. A simple “how to make
money online” search rendered him thousands of detailed answers
with opportunities, contacts, experiences, triumphs, and failures that
others had gone through. Merino immersed himself in that world,
learned everything he felt would be useful, and implemented it. With
his newly acquired knowledge, his first business came to be and grew
into a profitable venture that opened up more opportunities. Merino
gradually expanded his empire and became a consultant for other
business owners.
Since then, Merino has achieved even more success. From his wealth
of experience, Merino has mentored many people and offered them
proper financial education that equips them with the prerequisite
skills. Merino’s mission has always been to help new entrepreneurs
smell the scent of success and set an enriching pathway for as many
as possible.
Currently, Merino runs 13 digital and physical companies, and as a
testament to being a gunner for more interesting ventures, he says
he’s always open to new opportunities. He believes that
“entrepreneurship is a lifestyle, not merely a means to an end”. His
various ventures have given him and his family a lifestyle and quality
of life he had never imagined. Having experienced both worlds, he’s
keen and passionate about helping others find their feet in this
industry. Merino’s goal is to leave a legacy that transcends many
generations and serves more people in the coming years.
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Thor: Love And Thunder recently released a new trailer, and
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we’re having a hard time keeping our excitement in check. And what
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an insight into Thor’s (Chris Hemsworth) life the trailer
provides. But, for now, let’s just appreciate how beautifully
Christian Bale has nailed his MCU premiere. The film is Christian
Bales’ first Marvel feature, and it’s safe to assume he knew exactly
what he was doing.
With the trailer out, fans were looking forward to seeing Bale’s
frightening antagonist for the first time, and they were not
disappointed. Gorr took centre stage in the trailer, followed by fans
eager to see Tessa Thompson’s King Valkyrie and Natalie
Portman’s She Thor. Though there appears to be a fan feud about
Gorr’s brilliant look, which some fans wanted the CGI version of. On
the other side, other fans prefer Christian Bale’s unadorned face,
which has been enhanced only with cosmetics and a costume to let
him convey the scary aura of the new MCU villain.
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The trailer was released today, and it looks like the film will deliver
everything we’ve been hoping for. Thor: Love And Thunder gives it
all, from action and thrillers to love and drama. There are also more
glimpses of Valkyrie (Tessa Thompson) interacting with
Jane Foster (Natalie Portman), who wields Mjolnir, as seen in
the teaser trailer, and a brief glimpse of several Guardians of the
Galaxy characters. While the picture is about Thor recovering his
status as the great God of Thunder, the ensemble, which includes
Natalie Portman as Jane Foster (or Mighty Thor), Russell
Crowe as Zeus, Tessa Thompson as Valkyrie, and Taika
Waititi as Korg.
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Thor embarks on a journey of self-discovery in the trailer, and that,
my friend, is his transformation from “dad bod to god bod.” But he’ll
have to rethink his plans shortly since he’ll have to work with Jane, as
well as Zeus, Valkyrie, and Korg, to stop a cosmic killer. And then
there’s Christian Bale, who plays Gorr, a god-killer.
Have a look at the new official trailer of Thor: Love and
Thunder:

Marvel Studios' Thor: Love and Thunder | O7…
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Thor: Love and Thunder trailer is out. It acquaints fans with
Christian Bale’s miscreant Gorr the God Butcher with a brief look at
Russell Crowe’s personality too.
Wonder has sent off another trailer for Thor: Love and Thunder. The
most recent trailer acquaints fans with Christian Bale’s startling
reprobate, Gorr the God Butcher. In his white robes, white cosmetics,
and shockingly yellow eyes, Gorr has figured out how to creep
spreads out as of now.
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The trailer opens with Korg (voiced by Taika Waititi himself),
describing how Thor (Chris Hemsworth) went from beer gut to ‘God
body’ after a thorough exercise routine. In any case, right when he
thought he had made himself commendable again of his Mjolnir, ex
Jane (Natalie Portman) beats him to the punch. They catch up on
their past, which Thor is not finished at this point, and the starts of
sentiment are terminated once more.

Drenching them rapidly enough is Gorr, who leaves the shadows to
butcher all possible Gods. Awful news for God of Thunder, most
certainly. There are bits from various activity scenes, some more
visuals of the Guardians of the Galaxy, and the party’s arrival at the
realm of Zeus, played by Russell Crowe.
The cheekiest God ever, he ‘flicks’ the robes off Thor’s body, leaving
him naked and the ladies in his court, fainting
.

The balance of humorous and invigorating new trailers was a hit with
Marvel fans. “Christian Bale as Gorr looks startling. Love it,”
composed a fan in the remarks part of the trailer on YouTube. “Didn’t
figure they would top Ragnarok, however, this seems as though an
exceptionally strong competitor,” composed another. “The main
trailer had me advertised. This trailer has me ULTRA HYPED,” said a
fan.

Thor: Love and Thunder - O7cial Trailer (20…

Thor Love and Thunder are Taika’s subsequent Thor presents after
the much-adored Thor: Ragnarok. The film likewise stars Tessa
Thompson, Chris Pratt, Jaimie Alexander, Pom Klementieff, Dave
Bautista, Karen Gillan, Sean Gunn, Jeff Goldblum, and Vin Diesel. It
will be out on July 8.
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